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The word ‘Utilities’ is commonly associated with supply to households 
and with straightforward energy sources like electricity or heat. SembCorp 
Utilities (SembUtilities), which is 100% owned by SembCorp Industries, is 
steadily re-defining the notion of a utilities business with its specialisation 
in providing utilities to chemical, petrochemical and other industries 
which have high energy requirements. With its niche business model, 
SembUtilities is committed to partnering its multi-national clients with 
reliable energy and utilities supply coupled with competitive pricing while 
at the same time, offering stable earnings and predictable growth. 

“Our goal is to be a leading niche utilities player, combining profitability 
with stability. We strive constantly to strengthen our performance by 
means of organic growth and improvements in efficiency to further enable 
us to generate sustainable earnings,” said Mr Tang Kin Fei, President and 
CEO of SembUtilities.

The way in which SembUtilities differentiates itself from other utilities 
companies is illustrated through the integral relationships that it has built 
with customers in the niche chemical cluster on Jurong Island, Singapore.

Strong Foundation in Jurong Island: Sakra and Seraya
When SembCorp Utilities and Terminals (SUT) was established on 
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Sakra district (Jurong Island) in 1995, it broke new ground as the first 
centralised, multi-utility facility providing critical outsource support 
services for companies on Jurong Island. Prior to this, petrochemical and 
chemical plants would have to build and operate both core processes 
and utilities plants. Having developed a portfolio of utilities products 
and services, ranging from steam, demineralised water to wastewater 
treatment, SUT started the trend for utilities outsourcing, thus enabling 
companies to concentrate on their core business while enjoying the 
convenient, one-stop source and delivery of multi-utilities services.

Following its success on Sakra, in 1998, SUT soon extended its wings 
to develop a second satellite utilities centre on Seraya which featured 
additional services such as the supply of high-grade industrial water and 
chemical waste incineration. 

The integrated utilities value chain was further enhanced when 
SembCorp Gas entered into an agreement with Indonesian state-owned 
energy company, Pertamina, to purchase gas from West Natuna in 1999. 
The Indonesia-Singapore gas sales through an undersea pipeline was 
a historic first, and established SembCorp Gas as the first commercial 
importer and retailer of natural gas in Singapore. Under the gas sale 
agreement, 325 million standard cubic feet per day of natural gas is 
available to Singapore for 22 years. 

Apart from customers on Jurong Island, SembCorp Gas also supplies 
natural gas to buyers in the Tuas and Jurong industrial areas via a 5 bar 
medium pressure reticulation system. Connected to the high pressure 
network on Jurong Island, the reticulation system is designed in loops to 
ensure reliability and security of supply.

Sustainable Energy: Co-generation 
In 2001, using state-of-the-art combined-cycle co-generation technology, 
SembCorp Cogen put into service the first independent co-generation 
plant in Singapore. Co-generation in contrast to traditional power 
plants, combines the production of heat with that of electricity from 
the same source and is often referred to as Combined Heat and Power 
(CHP). SembCorp Cogen has a maximum production capacity of 815 
megawatts of electricity and leverages on piped gas supplied by 
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SembCorp Gas. As the first project-financed merchant power plant in 
Asia as well as the most efficient and environment friendly, SembCorp 
Cogen has an optimum steam extraction capability of up to 550 metric 
tonnes per hour. The combination of steam and power supply to the 
industrial customers further enhances SembUtilities’ integrated utilities 
solutions. 

Industrial clusters such as that on Jurong Island can now be served 
by a centralised facility. The synergy between gas, power and utilities 
businesses has in turn helped SembUtilities avoid the pitfalls which 
traditional power and utilities companies face, such as low growth and 
returns. Not content with just conquering the local market, SembUtilities’ 
drive to be a true “partner” to their industrial customers has prompted 
its overseas thrust that is also bearing fruit. SembUtilities’ healthy growth 
in 2004 is thanks to a firm foothold in the local market and also to the 
increased contribution from its overseas operations.

Beachhead to Europe – Wilton International Site
Wilton International is one of the few sites in Western Europe given a 
special development status and specifically designed for heavy industrial 
use such as chemicals and process plants. It is one of the largest 
manufacturing sites in Western Europe, situated in Northeast UK. In 2003, 
SembUtilities through its subsidiary, SembCorp Utilities UK (SembUtilities 
UK), acquired Wilton International. The deal has given SembUtilities 
ownership of around 1,250 acres of the 1,900 acre site including around 
400 acres of prime industrial development land and the investment serves 
as a beachhead for SembUtilities into UK and Europe.

Teesside, where Wilton International is located, boasts one of 
Europe’s prime chemical clusters. It offers easy access to North Sea 
oil and gas fields and for trade into Europe via the Port of Tees, plus 
excellent road and rail links to the Channel Tunnel. Created over 50 years 
ago, Teesside enjoys continuous growth, improvement and regeneration 
with approximately £700 million being invested in the last ten years at 
Wilton International. The investment climate remains active as witnessed 
by the recent announcement by industrial giant, Huntsman to build the 
world’s largest single stream low density polyethylene plant at the Wilton 
site at a cost of around £200 million.
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Wilton Power Station 
There are several similarities between the set-up at Wilton International 
and on Jurong Island. For one, the Wilton Power Station is a 197 
megawatt CHP plant capable of producing up to 600 tonnes of steam an 
hour. Currently the station has three operational high pressure boilers, 
each capable of producing a continuous maximum rate of 280 tonnes 
per hour of steam at 1700 psig1. SembUtilities UK provides around 4 
million tonnes a year of steam to customers at Wilton.

Wilton Water Treatment Plant 
Another feature which is similar to that of SembUtilities’ set-up on Jurong 
Island is the Wilton Water Treatment Plant which supplies demineralised 
water to plants at Wilton and operates a tanker business providing 
demineralised water to customers both on-site and across the UK. It 
supplies up to 2,000 cubic metres of demineralised water an hour, and 
is the largest demineralised water facility in the UK. It also has a cable 
and pipe work distribution system for electricity, steam, compressed air, 
nitrogen and water.

Through this plant, SembUtilities UK distributes around 40 million 
cubic metres of raw water and 3 million cubic metres of potable water at 
Wilton. Raw water and potable water are available via reservoirs owned 
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psig: Pounds per square inch gauge. Pressure in relationship to the ambient air pressure.
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“  Our goal is to be a leading niche utilities  
player, combining profitability with stability.  
We strive constantly to strengthen our 
performance by means of organic growth and 
improvements in efficiency to further enable  
us to generate sustainable earnings.”

 Mr Tang Kin Fei, President and CEO of SembCorp Utilities 
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Top SembCorp Utilities’ Propylene Purification Unit on Jurong Island converts feedstock into high-purity 
polymer grade propylene. Bottom SembCorp Gas’s receiving terminals for natural gas from Indonesia’s West 
Natuna Sea to Singapore’s Jurong Island.
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by SembUtilities UK and fed by one of the largest water supply systems 
in Europe. 

Green Energy - Tallow
As we move towards renewable energy production, SembUtilities UK is 
looking to displace some of the heavy fuel oil and coal used in its boilers 
at the Wilton Power Station with tallow (animal fat) commonly used in 
foodstuffs, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals, and which is a recognised 
renewable fuel with similar calorific properties to standard fuel oil. 
Burning tallow will help to displace conventional fossil fuel at the Wilton 
Power Station and will result in substantially lower ‘greenhouse gas’ 
emissions and other pollutants. 

In August 2004, the UK Environment Agency gave SembUtilities 
UK the go-ahead for use of this renewable energy source following a 
successful pilot exercise which has further provided the company with 
vital experience in the emerging renewable energy market. This has 
paved the way for additional revenue streams for SembUtilities UK.

 
New Biomass - Wood fuelled
“Wilton 10” is another renewable energy project using biomass (renewable 
plant-derived organic matter) that has been developed by SembUtilities 
UK. The £60 million new wood-burning power station will be built within 
the Wilton Power Station building but will be, in effect, a separate power 
station that will generate 30 megawatt of electricity in addition. This will 
be operational in the second quarter of 2007.

Beachhead to China 
China is today one of the world’s leading drivers of the global chemical 
industry, and its demand for petrochemical products is set to grow 10% 
in the next decade. Experts from the China National Petroleum and 
Chemical Planning Institute forecast that in 2005 China will consume 
18.5 million tonnes of ethylene and by 2010, 27 million tonnes. This 
robust outlook has in turn ushered in unprecedented levels of foreign 
investment, and many of the world’s petrochemical giants such as Shell, 
BP and BASF have begun to put stakes in China.
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It is for these reasons that China is looked upon as a key market 
area for SembUtilities. In 2004, it set up a Wholly Foreign Owned 
Enterprise (WFOE) subsidiary in Shanghai that received Regional 
Headquarters status from the Chinese Ministry of Commerce. 
SembUtilities’ investment to build, own and operate a US$10 million 
wastewater treatment plant in the Nanjing Chemical Industrial Park 
(NCIP) has afforded it first-mover advantage in NCIP to replicate its 
multi-utility concept, and the provision of a complete range of other 
services including water, steam and electricity.

SembUtilities believes that to maximise focus and accelerate 
growth, strategic partnerships are essential. In April 2003, SembUtilities 
entered into a joint venture agreement to establish Shanghai Caojing 
Cogeneration Company. The agreement is formed with Shanghai Electrical 
Power Company, Shanghai Shenergy Company and Shanghai Chemical 
Industrial Park Development Company to build, own and operate a 605 
megawatt and 660 metric tonnes per hour steam cogeneration plant in 
the Shanghai Chemical Industry Park (SCIP). 

The total investment cost is expected to be S$725 million and the 
facility will be the largest combined cycle gas turbine cogeneration 
power plant in China. With commercial operations expected to start in 
2006, the facility will sell electricity to the Shanghai Municipal Electric 
Power Company under an annually renewable Power Purchase Contract, 
and process steam to foreign and local chemical companies within SCIP 
through long term steam supply contracts. 

“  Not content with just conquering the local  
market, SembUtilities’ drive to be a true partner  
to their industrial customers has prompted its 
overseas thrust that is also bearing fruit.” Mr Tang Kin Fei, President and CEO of SembCorp Utilities 
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SembUtilities’ product offerings are integrated and cater to the full 
spectrum of the process chemical industries’ value chain. Industrial 
clusters much like Jurong Island, Wilton International and those in China, 
are where SembUtilities has chosen to focus and to distinguish itself 
through partnerships with its clients. Its expertise in combined cycle gas 
turbine technology, reliability and its co-generation track record have 
further helped make SembUtilities a brand that industrial clients look to 
partner when considering investments in those markets. 

Mr Tang Kin Fei, President and CEO of SembUtilities rounds up, 
“The selection of destinations for SembUtilities’ internationalisation is 
based on market attractiveness, the fit between our offer and the need 
of customers, local capability and the intensity of competition. To this 
end, we have continued to push the envelope to stay ahead in the 
industry with our beachheads in the UK and China as our initial focus. 
Going ahead, we will be actively looking at establishing our presence in 
other parts of the world where opportunities present.”
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The world shipping environment has leapfrogged from the doldrums 
witnessed just a few years ago, to one marked by strong growth. 

This trend is set to stay over the medium term, on the back of robust 
global trade particularly in Asia. Underpinning this is the rapid pace of 
China’s growth, and its demand for resources such as oil. China is the 
world’s fifth largest importer – it alone accounts for 20% of international 
bulk trades and 8% of total seaborne trade. As the world’s third largest 
consumer of oil, China is today also the second largest importer of oil 
in the world – the country alone accounts for the equivalent of 30 large 
tankers per day to feed its appetite for oil. 

Clearly, this increase in seaborne trade has delivered a boost as 
well to sectors such as ship repair, conversion and building. SembCorp 
Marine (SembMarine) is well-positioned to take advantage of the 
upsurge in the demand for marine engineering solutions. As a leading 
global marine engineering group, the company already offers the largest 
marine facilities east of the Suez Canal for services such as ship repair, 
shipbuilding, ship conversion, rig building and offshore engineering.

With its sights firmly set on being the world leader in ship repair, 
conversion and offshore engineering, SembMarine plans to strengthen its 
global presence while simultaneously enhancing its home-based shipyards 
to provide complementary facilities and capabilities within the Group. 
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Global Marine Hub Strategy
SembMarine President and CEO Mr Tan Kwi Kin has articulated the 
global hub strategy as the company’s bid to offer global clients value-
added, integrated and customized services through an international 
network of facilities. 

SembMarine has already identified Singapore, China and Brazil 
as its three global hubs. Today, spanning these hubs is a network of 
eleven shipyards, which are capable of providing clients with the full 
spectrum of services and marine engineering solutions, ranging from 
conceptualisation and design through to commissioning and delivery. 

The first major step in implementing this global hub strategy  
was in 2001 when SembMarine acquired 35% stake in a shipyard in Brazil, 
since renamed Mauá Jurong. The acquisition reflected the confluence  
of various positive factors. Firstly, Brazil - a country with more than  
170 million people and blessed with vast natural resources - is closely 
located to the oil and gas production centres of the Atlantic, the Gulf  
of Mexico, and the West African regions. It also has an indigenous oil  
and gas industry of its own that is known to be a leader in the deepwater 
oil and gas business. Coupled with the return of socio-economic and 
political stability, these factors pointed to ideal conditions for the 
revitalisation of the marine industry there, and the country’s readiness 
to rekindle its former glory when it was the second largest ship builder 
in the world. 

The decision to enter Brazil has paid off. In 2004, Mauá Jurong 
in Brazil enjoyed a busy year, completing the topside fabrication and 
integration for Kellogg Brown & Root’s P-43 project. It is now focused on 
the topside integration of P-50 for Petrobras Netherlands. 

SembMarine took its internationalisation strategy further in 2004 
when it strengthened its foothold in the important and fast-growing 
China market, through a deal that enabled it to establish its presence in 
strategic locations along the entire length of China’s coast. 

In July, SembMarine signed an agreement with China Ocean 
Shipping Co. (COSCO) to acquire a 30% stake in the enlarged capital of 
COSCO Shipyard Group Co. Ltd (CSG), one of the country’s leading ship 
repair and conversion players. CSG owns five major shipyards located 
in the key coastal cities of Dalian, Nantong, Shanghai, Zhoushan and 
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Above With a combined docking capacity of 2.3 million dead weight tonnes, SembCorp Marine offers the 
largest marine engineering services east of the Suez Canal.
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Guangzhou. Of these, the shipyards at Dalian, Nantong and Guangzhou 
are already among the top ten largest ship repair yards in China. 

The move places SembMarine in good stead to partake in the fast 
growing marine industry in China, which saw the market in ship repair 
alone grow at an annual rate of 13% since 2001. The deal also positions 
SembMarine to further cement its ties with CSG, and lays the groundwork 
for both companies to explore joint investment opportunities outside 
China in the future.

Strengthening home-based shipyards
Complementing SembMarine’s global marine hub strategy meanwhile 
is its determination to strengthen its home-based shipyards to counter 
mounting regional competition, and to provide synergistic facilities and 
capabilities for its shipyards in the other parts of the world. 

SembMarine’s shipyards have evolved from a pure ship repair 
business to one that includes ship building services, ship conversion  
and most recently offshore engineering and rig building services.  
They have also moved up the technology value chain by developing 
intellectual properties in designs and solutions, such as proprietary 
designs for building 2,600 TEU container ships and deepwater jack-up rigs 
(see inset article). 

SembMarine has also benefitted from Singapore’s strategic 
geographical location, and its status as the only significant centre in Asia 
outside Japan in the field of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) vessel maintenance and repair. This has contributed 
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“  We are confident of our strategy, and believe 
SembMarine is positioned to capitalise on all 
opportunities we will encounter.”

 Mr Tan Kwi Kin, President and CEO of SembCorp Marine 
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In early 2004, a new and proprietary rig design was launched which 
quickly established itself as the design of choice for various global 
customers. 

By March 2005, SembCorp Marine had secured six contracts 
totalling more than S$1 billion for the construction of new rigs based on 
the Baker Marine Pacific Class 375 Deep Drilling Offshore Jack-Up Rig. 
Baker Marine is a unit of the Marine Engineering’s rig building subsidiary 
PPL Shipyard.

This proprietary design enables the rig to operate in waters of up 
to 375 feet deep and to achieve in-ground drilling depths of 30,000 feet, 
and can accommodate up to 120 personnel. Rigs based on this design 
can drill high pressure and temperature wells, and withstand storms 
without the use of the specialised Rack Chock System. Each rig takes 
approximately two years to construct.

Noting that Baker Marine is already well-established in rig design 
globally, PPL Shipyard Managing Director Mr TK Ong said, “We are very 
confident of the capabilities of this Pacific Class 375 Jack-Up Rig, and 
firmly believe many more such rigs will be built.”

If so, Singapore - which already accounts for more than 60% of 
the global rig building market - could see its leadership position as the 
world’s most important jack-up rig construction and FPSO conversion 
centre further strengthened.

Proprietary rig 
design spurs  
building orders
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Above The Baker Marine Pacific Class 375 Deep Drilling Offshore Jack-Up Rig is equipped to accommodate 
120 men, and operate in depths up to 375 feet, drilling high-pressure and high-temperature wells of more 
than 25,000 feet.
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to the growing significance of high-end repair and conversion business 
to SembMarine, distinguishing it from other players in the region. In 
October, SembMarine announced that it had won a long-term contract 
from the North West Shelf Venture (NWS) to provide ship dry-docking, 
refit and other marine services for their fleet of nine LNG ships. This was 
the first time a major LNG consortium had committed itself to a long-
term maintenance and refit contract in Southeast Asia, and is viewed 
as a strong affirmation of the capabilities of Sembawang Shipyard and 
Jurong Shipyard in this highly specialized market. 

SembMarine’s dedication to high quality performance and safety 
has also contributed to the success of its shipyards in building long-
term strategic alliances with regional-based clients, in spite of strong 
competition from regional shipyards. One example is Sembawang 
Shipyard’s Favoured Customer Contract with Taiwan Maritime Transport 
(TMT), a major and fast expanding Taiwanese shipping company with a 
diversified fleet of more than 40 ships. The milestone contract, signed 
in March 2004, is the shipyard’s first long term contract with a major 
Asian shipping company, and follows the successful delivery of major 
upgrading and life-extension works to TMT’s 22-year old bulk carrier 
Integra Duckling. 

More good years ahead
SembMarine’s efforts to strengthen its global hubs and leverage on its 
complementary facilities in Singapore and globally are set to guide the 
company’s future. In parallel, it is determined to continue consolidate its 
technology base with proprietary designs for both container vessels and 
rigs, and further develop strategic alliances with its customers.

“The global marine industry is showing good growth, and we are 
optimistic that we will continue to see steady growth in the coming years,” 
said Mr Tan. “We are confident of our strategy, and believe SembMarine 
is positioned to capitalise on all opportunities we will encounter.”
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SembCorp Environmental Management (SembEnviro), Asia’s premier 
environmental services company, presently operates in 17 cities spanning 
5 countries. Offering total integrated environmental management 
solutions including collection and post collection of waste, recycling 
and recovery, waste-to-energy, industrial and commercial cleaning 
and cleansing, environmental consultancy and technology, conversion 
technologies and industrial biological treatment, the company serves 1.6 
million households, 40,000 commercial and industrial clients and some 
5,450 healthcare establishments.

In line with its strategy, SembEnviro continually targets more 
attractive secondary markets. From Australia, to India to China, 
SembEnviro is steadily making in-roads and engaging itself in the 
integrated waste management value chain, teaming up with local players 
to provide total integrated waste management solutions customized for 
the various markets. 

Stable income from municipal sector, complemented by the industrial 
and commercial sectors
In Singapore, Environmental Engineering is currently the largest player 
in municipal waste management, commanding 55% of the market, 
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Plying the 
Integrated Waste 
Management 
Value Chain



1  As at December 31, 2004  
2 Housing and Development Board (HDB) buildings serve as housing for 84% of Singapore’s population, in the form of 
government-developed flats.
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servicing 5 out of 9 geographical sectors, and serving close to 550,000 
households locally. This provides a stable base for SembEnviro while the 
industrial and commercial business segment continue to grow to form a 
second stable income stream. 

SembEnviro’s Competitive Edge
In Singapore’s competitive and liberalised municipal waste market, 
SembEnviro has proven that it has what it takes to take on established 
European players. Retaining the largest share of the market, it has 
remained the only home-grown player amongst local municipal operators1. 
SembEnviro President and CEO Ms Loh Wai Kiew quips, unfazed, 
“Competition is good for us all, and motivates us to drive ourselves 
further in terms of efficiency and our technological edge.” 

SembEnviro’s efficiency gives reason for this confidence. It has re-
engineered all operations under its Integrated Waste Information System 
(i-Wis), incorporating Global Positioning Satellite tracking of its fleet 
of over 300 vehicles. Real time updates can be obtained at any time, 
even remotely, via company PDAs. This enables SembEnviro to respond 
quickly to developments on the ground, swiftly redeploying its staff and 
vehicles if necessary. Cost-wise, these IT-based management and logistics 
systems have enabled the optimisation of SembEnviro’s resources, and 
allowed it to cut reserve capacity from 40% to 4%. 

In addition, SembEnviro continually develops in-house technology to 
keep it at the forefront of smart solutions for its customers. Examples 
include the Enviro-EZ – a chute bin collection system developed for HDB 
buildings2 leveraging on mechanisation - and the Singmatic Roll-on Suction 
Equipment. The latter is a revolutionary pneumatic refuse collection 
system designed for large developments with high volumes of refuse, 
requiring the highest standards of hygiene and acute handling efficiency. 
The latest is the Recyclables Intermediate Chute Storage System, an 
innovation enabling round-the-clock recycling in high-rise buildings.

A third factor, which is also SembEnviro’s greatest asset, is its 
human capital. A committed and productive workforce built through 
superior job re-design and continuous skills upgrading and training, 
SembEnviro’s staff thrive on innovation and industry. Further adding to 
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Above SembCorp Environmental Engineering’s new China joint venture will take over 17 corporatised waste 
collection companies operating throughout Shanghai. 
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SembEnviro’s competitive advantage is its customer-centric approach 
and its commitment to provide added value to its clients. SembEnviro 
operates a call centre serving as a channel for feedback from consumers, 
customers and authorities. In addition, its supervisors on the ground are 
equipped with PDA mobile phones, to give instant feedback on quality 
management, grading of service providers and attendance monitoring. 

SembEnviro taking its trucks abroad
Not content to just be a leading local player, SembEnviro’s trucks are also 
hitting roads abroad. 

In February 2005, SembEnviro announced its intention to invest  
RMB 40 million (S$8 million) to take a 40 per cent stake in a new 
Shanghai-based joint venture, Shanghai Environment SembEnviro Waste 
Connections Co., with its partner, Shanghai Environment Investment. 
The new joint venture will take over 17 corporatised waste collection 
companies operating in various districts in Shanghai. 

The hub of China’s booming economy, Shanghai city generates over 
16,000 tonnes of municipal solid waste per day. The liberalisation of its 
waste market, the first exercise of this scale in China, began in June 2004. 
SembEnviro intends to leverage on its successful corporatisation of SEMAC 
back home to launch its play as first-mover into this emerging market. 

Summing up what her business is all about, Ms Loh says, “In a 
nutshell, we are a stable and resilient business even during adverse 
economic years. With various markets abroad opening up for privatisation, 
our overseas footprint is also growing as we take advantage of these new 
opportunities.”

“  We are a stable and resilient business even during 
adverse economic years. With various markets 
abroad opening up for privatisation, our overseas 
footprint is also growing.”

 Ms Loh Wai Kiew, President and CEO of SembCorp Environmental Management 
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Today, businesses that develop new products and services or significantly 
improve business practices are almost twice as likely to increase turnover 
than those that don’t.

Not surprisingly, an important challenge facing SembCorp Industries 
is how it can bring to the market a stream of new and improved, value-
added products and services that enable its businesses to achieve higher 
margins – and thus profits – to re-invest in its businesses. 

SembCorp Industries’ approach to this challenge has been to instil 
a group-wide culture that promotes innovation and creativity. This 
approach was inspired by the late SembCorp Industries Deputy Chairman 
and CEO Wong Kok Siew, who nurtured a corporate culture where staff 
are actively encouraged to come forward with ideas. Today, the success of 
this approach is clearly visible at its bi-annual IDEA Awards presentation. 
IDEA is the acronym for Innovate, Discover, Engineer and Achieve, and 
the awards highlight innovations as varied as they are impressive.

Taking the Pinnacle Award at the 2004 IDEA Awards was SembCorp 
Marine’s Innovative Load-Out and Mating Process for Semi-submersible 
Rig Construction. This engineering feat dramatically cuts down risks 
involved in the construction of rigs, and increases both the time and cost 
efficiency of such projects. Per rig, this means shaving off up to three 
months of construction time, and man-hour savings of S$8 million.

Innovating 
for the Future
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Meanwhile, smaller innovations taking place within the group’s 
other shipyards are not less important. Staff at Sembawang Shipyard 
designed a tool to reduce injuries arising from the use of penknives to 
strip cables during ship repair and conversion jobs. The tool, called Cable 
Strip-T-Ease, effectively eliminates such injuries and is now an important 
and standard tool used at all SembCorp shipyards. It was awarded the 
Grand Prize at the 2004 IDEA Awards.

In 2004, SembCorp Logistics also successfully developed and field 
tested a new platform that is set to deliver a boost to supply chain 
management for its global clients. Called the Total Asset Visibility (TAV) 
platform, it features a radio frequency-enabled intelligent system which 
can track item levels, location, movement and consumption rates in real 
time and over wide areas. This enables data to be synchronized with 
movement of goods, and its intelligent system modelling can control 
factors such as manufacturing levels. 

While TAV was developed to meet the specific needs of a 
major Singapore customer, the system can be adapted to create 
virtual warehouses through radio frequency-enabled commercial 
communications and intelligent systems, thereby opening avenues for 
new business models for our customers. 

2004 also saw SembCorp Industries leveraging on innovations 
to expand its traditional supply of resources. SembCorp Utilities UK’s 
efforts in 2004 were directed at exploring the use of biomass – such 
as tallow (animal fat) and other forms of plant and animal material 
– to generate power at its centralised utilities centre at Teesside. The 
use of such renewable fuels reduces the dependency on traditional 
fuel resources such as oil and gas, and also eliminates the emission of 
unhealthy greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. SembCorp Utilities 
UK received in March 2005 approval to construct a £60 million wood-
burning power station, which will be able to generate 30 megawatt of 
power. This pioneering biomass project is expected to be operational by 
mid-2007.

But perhaps one of the more easily identifiable examples of how a 
company can use technological innovations to reinvent itself is SembCorp 
Environmental Management (SembEnviro). Traditionally regarded as 
a unsanitary and labour intensive business, waste management at 
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Top The Enviro-EZ system is a mechanised chute bin collection system developed for HDB buildings. 
Bottom A researcher at SembCorp Utilities’ R&D Laboratory focuses on developing new bioreactor 
configurations.
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SembEnviro today relies on state-of-the-art technology to optimise the 
management of its entire fleet of vehicles and personnel, and to improve 
the efficiency and environmental impact of its operations.

One example is the SembEnviro’s Singmatic Roll-on Suction 
Equipment (ROSE) system, a locally-developed mobile pneumatic 
waste collection system. With the greater emphasis on hygiene and 
aesthetics today, property developers are increasingly relying on high-
end pneumatic waste conveyance systems, which use conveyance pipes 
to transport refuse from the various households and buildings. Refuse is 
channelled to the ROSE, which acts as a central collection station and 
can subsequently be loaded onto trucks for the waste to be brought to 
waste processing facilities. 

At SembCorp Engineers and Constructors, one idea that has resulted 
in substantial time and financial savings was to assemble the rooms used 
to house lift mechanisms in apartment blocks onsite, using wall panels. 
Traditionally, such rooms were fully prefabricated using expensive and 
easily damaged moulds. The new method shaves up to S$200,000 for 
each housing development contract. Said Mr Ong Ting Guan, the civil 
engineer responsible for the suggestion, “I just thought this would be a 
better way to do things.” 

Without doubt, Mr Ong – and others like him – have made 
significant contributions to their areas of work. But perhaps more 
importantly, they have succeeded in fuelling the culture of innovation 
that already permeates the SembCorp Group, enabling the Group to 
position itself competitively for the future.

“  SembCorp Industries’ approach to this challenge 
of developing new value-added products and 
services has been to instil a group-wide culture 
that promotes innovation and creativity.”




